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THE GREAT DILEMMA , 

The Great Dilemma 

In the years immediately following the last war there 

developed a power conflict between Russia and America which resembled in 

many respects the conflict between Sparta and Athens that led to the Pelo-

ponnesian war,.<{ne. the d.~:ilt:P\.lctig G-reee~ ;J;a -4;~rs""'Wtrre fO'l: 

~d. the Second WC:;!rld ·Wa;.r>~ all-out war between America and Russia was 

regarded as possible, and as time went on it was increasingly regarded as 

probable . The rising power of Russia threatened the United StatC~~~nd 

the rising power of the United States threatened Russia just as ~housand 
years ago the rising power of Sparta threatened Athens and the rising 

power of Athens threatened Sparta. As the probability of war increased, 

strategic considerations became more and more important both for Russia 

and for America. ''\'Jho is ~s:i!tg to win the ·Nar, if war comes' became 

awhile r.he o rriding consideration. Almost every conflict th,qt arose 
~ ~ r~ 6 

~between these two nations had strategic im~lications. If 1~ Wad~n set-

tled one way it would have increased America's chances to win the war and 

~i .0 had~n settled the other way it would have increased Russia's 

chances to win the war, ~~~~~~~~==~::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
mseOn th.e issue

1 
of who is -e•iHg_ _to 

WJ~J - ~'t ·ts ·~ ~ tv ,. 
~~gotiable. In these circumstances none 

be settled, but new conflicts arose from time to time and the situation be-
~ :J ~ 

came more and more explosive . J.hrnat .we have just described is ~aeeiM:l-

vicious circle which operates ~n ~ ~lassical ~ower conflict, fsr whi h 
~ P'- ·>ik:> ~~ - :::::.,/ 

the period before the Pelo~an War represents the eieap~s examp~. 

After the Second World War( America and Russia were jockeying for tho l'ftesi; 



·, A • ~ 

/~""'· - 2. 
. . 

r--~__!Y 
favorable strategic position. Each ncreasej( the number of t~ allies 

until almost all nations were either in the camp of Russia or in the camp 

of Americ~ ~~ither of them was willinE nation ( 
~ ~ t 'h~ • . ; J 

within taeir s phere of influence ~1 neutra~ onflict1 •w.Rey di~ 
• ~ J / J 

h-a I ~ I ~-L.- ~-~/ '-e. . 
in taara r espe~1a.y-- ~ Sparaa and Athens had <iefie a 1:3h:ol:l.,and :yeai'S 
~ ~ ti-I~ A- -l. -/ • -b. _ "4:: t:__ 

'beferQ tb~ ~Ne th-er It ssia nof~rica actually wanted war, ~t; ill 
Sp.;::'!t, a~ Athehns ~ war. ' ...,,. eame tll 'iW<Ioil ~ 
For' a f e:w J'l1.€i'8:iiiB 

The same vicious circle tha t operated 

in the conflict between Sparaa and Athens operated for exactly~ the same 

reasons in exactly the same manner in the post-war power conflict between 

America and Russia . I have little doubt that the outcome would have been 

exactly the same -- a ,~War which would have destroyed We stern 

stockpiles and Russian stockpiles of atomic and hydrogen bombs have grown, 
f4~ (', ..-&... 

there have been changes taking pl~m~oFee~~ielv at first but quit~ 
~ ,It;,/ d ~~'?"}:-; .;r~ J ~~'•ts t;h-. ~ 2;';> .,.- r-t_,_v-

me~~n:i fest.J;;sY"l~ately, in the pattern of internation relai;iG:Rs .• • 'Phose ehange.~ 
~~;r-.1 It n. k ~ I . 0~'1- t, 
I~ ltave I "-Rftb.;r:OJ~,sl:;l tr sequence '-1~~ ~~:e.J not as yet reached the end of this 

~ sequence. \\ It is my contention that - in the unprecedented situation toward 
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.. 
\fuat is ~e real cause of the Russian-American conflict ? 

,/ .,. -over 2,0 · years ago when he wrote ~ 

Wi tb ~a . ~. T!flhey I ougfit a 1:~Mt>'l"e"""W'a!' - :'i~b "lasted . for thirty years. 

Sparta ~"" d;W ~ wa,., - they~on war between them-

' selves as a possibility for which they had to prepare. Gradually more and 

more states in Greece became the allies ~ the one or the other. Finally 
........ 

there was no city-state of any importance left in Greece which was not 

allied either with Athens or with Sparta. WheB'iiv'ii;p tAer e was an Opport~ 

~ity ;fop 8f3B:rta ~e 15alEO 8: Beep vm~ch wou!d ~mprove mfr fhi!i Cdi;y positron, 

uoh ·-an ppe:MJUnHy,. sh~ 

-1"-~>&t;,-.Qppo.r.tunity. ~ut ~mecy suer. ste~ that Spcrr a ooR ana evecy 

:th.ens o.okl.-wa f n€-ces-s.;L..t¥--a-&te-rwfl4-ch de war- more 

when Spar~eluctantly ina r~otf~~de
.in 

earnes-t. 

of Sparta, at -

tacked Plataea , an ally of Athens . Thucydides writes: 11 There was an old 

quarrel between the two cities, and the Thebans, seeing that war was inevi-

table, were anxious to surprise the place while the peace lasted and before 

hostilities had ac tually broken out. ,. 

'- Some 300 Thebans entered Plataea, were defeated and taken 

prisoner, and the prisoners were later killed by the Plataeans . They were 

killed shortly before the herald sent from Athens arrived in Plataea bidding 

her to do no violence to the prisoners but to wait for instructions from 
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Athens . not lataea, in killing the Theban prisoners, actually -violated eement ahd broke an oath is a question that up~ to this 

time has en settied . 'iut the war ~et71fOoO& ~ax•ta and Athe~ was on .// 
I 

no rerding ghtening and at the same time more 
I 

sobering thes Pelopo nesian War . 

ar was caused b~ 

Sparta , and tell us the war was caused by 

Athens, for was by the civil·zed world 

as an evil a to stigma of the ~gressor . 

that Atliens• 

growing powe security of Sparta 0 '' 
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which we are now moving -- "Which can be cha r acterized by -ehe pin~ ~ 

L~frJ..,~·~ ~~ ~~ 
the~~ stalemate between th~ -~~~-~ng ~(bf Russia and America¥ 

the vicious circle which characterized the classical power conf lict ~e~ween 

& wel as the ~ between America and Russia in the 

years following the Second World War ceases to be 

s ul t of this unprecedented situation 

" /J a settlement . 

It is of vital importance for us to avoid opera ting here 

with loose concepts~ such as strategic stalemate and settlement~ and to 

use words of this wort within the na rrow limits of their precisely de f ined 

me~g. / 

We would only further add to the existing confu~ion by 
It p h ~ J using the 

\ the narfow meaning 

alemate and settlement~ witnout defining more precisely 

ithin which ~we a e going to use these terms. 

ms-e~~--o 

()~/using the terms. I/ I' I · -~ , stalemate and settlement, ~n the 
r:;~ 

of these terms which 1<'10 ape going to define presently in 

manner . 

narrow meaning 

a ~ecise 



. . 

W§ ar .. E e now rap:i,ti.J,.y .movj.n&._ to_yvard a situation where America IS 
J ~·~ .. /£ ,..--yA.., t~ t<~~ ~ 

and Russia will be able to destf ~ each other to any desired degree~ and 

where neither can crippl or even through 

repeated blows~ the ability of the other to ret~ I ~ no~ 

that we have reached this stage as yet ~ he echnrtaf k;owledge 

now at hand, such a strategic stalemate can be attained if America and 

Russia both consciously pursue this goal and devote a reasonable fraction 

of their defense budgets to its achievement. 

~~ Under what conditions such a stalemate might be st~b!,e _an _ 

might be maint~r a long period of ti-~~- is .9-n imp'6rta~t ~uestio~~ 
In certain circumstances ~tale~t&-mrgnt be upset by certain miliaary 

~··-
developments . Thepa-~'ema~igh~~ rendeped highly unstable, and is 

today ~,;-;:S~able be~~~ 
~- ~ ...... ......._ 

/ ·----.... ........... ......__ 
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stalemate, 

disturbance m~~ ad to an all-out atomic catast~phe. 
~I-rA 1t11 "r 

Such a stalemate is 4nhe± en~±t jeit!;,her stable ~ unstable. 

Its stability depends on the rules of conduct which America and Russia 

may impose upon themselves. Clearly if they both adopt a policy of massive 

retaliation; if America proposes to respond to the dest~~tion of one of 

her citie~ssumed to be caused by a Russian atomic bomBV'ith an all-out 

to an all-out atomic destruction of both coun-

cities for every Russian city destroyed, and vice versa, an initial dis-

~Jf turbance - lead, more slowly perhaps ~~t J::_S.~ a.~ ~ll_~:i;!~, to an all-

out atomic catastrophe. f The at~S'ta--l:'e~ ean-be...a~~elo c0nJ.y. ii' .... both 

/~~~~~ "·k ·· -
The atomic stalemate, if it is maintained/lin the years to 

come can be rendered stable a~nst rrinoRltlisturbances ronly if America 
and Russia adopt a rule of co;tduct which is specifically aimed at achiev
i ng such stability . I shall/eee-et"i-ee. later on what such a rule of conduct 
might be, but this much is clear at t~e outset: Unless such rules of 
conduct are publicly proclaimed well 1n advance, are fully understood by 
all and are ~aranteed by deeply routed public support, they will be of 
little avail.'tnd furthermore, deeply r outed public support will be forth
coming only if ~ are acce~table from the moral ~ po~nt of view. 

u...c._ ~ ;1-f ~ .. -~ ~~.,.., "'""" . .. 

nt on- deeply routed public support. ~ >< 
~ 'T-_.1.. ----- ~- ,____~..!.. 

No general policy on the use to which bombs may be put -- morally 
acceptable or otherwise -- has so far been publicly proclaimed . · 

Moreover, I suspect that no general agreement exists even within the 
American government on what an acceptable policy would be. We have small 
bombs suitable for use in combat, and ~fi have big bombs suitable for the 
destruction of cities. Somehow we hop~ small bombs will be used in small 
wars and that the big bombs will be used in big wars. We hope that there 
will occur no large wars and that, even though we may not be able to avert 
small wars, we may somehow keep the small wars from becomi~g big wars. 

, . 



~~A 
e wars{ even 

is reminded of the story of Newton's two cats who slept in his bedroom 

and awakened him in the morning by scratching on the door wanting to get 

out . In order to solve this problem, Newton cut two holes in the door; 

the use of atomic bombs in 

is iflheien~ly unstable, an 

a clearly understood/ philosophy e~~ 
:r~ . 

certain contingencies, the atomic stalemate 

"· . -· "1':.~----!'nstabiii ty is rendered exceedingly 

rrence of large as well as small 

wanton 

attack by America against Russia or by Russia against America. 

nations whose actions are not neces-

Russia or America. If Russia and 

America intervene militarily on opposite sides in such a minor war and 

if the war is fought by using atomic bombs in combat, what started out as 

a local war might well end up in an all - out atomic catastrophe . 

XTtn- ~ 
Page 6 · ~ '= ';;~61 - ~"r · 

t _,.. "": 'f.t.-..;t c,..., ll~speak of ~imi ting the war but it is difficult 
It ~s ~t~~r erica or Russia, having sacrifice~ the liYes of 

to ~ . uch inclination to cut thelr losses and 
several ousand men, how~fmllow that such a local war must necessarily 
concede defeat . It does no o ~ H ~l~~ ~~~he 
spread and lead to an.al~ - out at?mi~l~a~~:~r~h~eiocalewar t~ ;;marn_tb~-
mo~~~k~*Y ~~~ ~t ~s c~nc~~Xaarea is completely devastated with hardly 

~ ~~;~i~~r~no~n~~~ ~~~i~~~ne~o~ulation lef~ ~~d w~th pract;~~~yd:~~d~f 
the houses and factories in r~in~_,h ~ b~~ ~ende~e valueless t ·o the enemy . 
on abandoning the territ?ry w c as to t our hopes on this 
This is conceivable but l t would . be foo~ha~~y .. P_ most fortunate' 
morally most reprehensyple , . btit il"l e~~o rer r ~ 
outcome of4t't'l:-eeal.iisiieHiJiatom~c war . , ./ / ~hj-

rn.- It ~A~ 



Therefore, what 

the risk of an all-out atomic 

the controversial issues, and 

7. 

we need to have now in order to reduce 
~t 

catastrophe is~itical settlement of 
. . ') a~ I':; 

by settlement ~mean an arrangement between 

the nations involved which will reduce the risk of an outbreak of a war 

and which will make it reasonably certain that Russia and America may not 
•/ ... ~ t: -t• ""'\. 4 £...'-

intervene militarily on opposite sides in a local conflict. 

That the dangers of the atomic stalemate make it necessary 

to have a settlement -- at least in this narrow sense of the term -- is 

clear enough. But is there any reason to believe that it is possible to 

settle the issues outstanding between Russia and America even though not 

a single one of these issues proved ,,to be negotiable in the past ten years ? 
. ~~~ 
;r'rt is my contention that th~~omic stalemate which makes it so necessary 

to settle these issues hasc~ated a novel situation and that these issues 
f 

are now negotiable. I believe that in the atomic stalemate the vicious 

circle which operates in the classical power conflict will operate no 

longer, and that the issues which were of strategic importance in the 

past will be important no longer . 



t renders the stalemate highly unstable at present is 

the possibility that a~ war might break out somewhere between two smaller 

nations whose actions are not fully controlled by eithe r Russia or America, 

that Russia or America might mil~tarily intervene on opposite sides, and 

that such a war might be fouiht by using atomic bombs in combat. What 

starts out as a ~ocal war might well end up in an all-out atomic catas

~ticularly if atomic bombs are . used in the tactical area at the 

~~~~. ~anger can be eliminated only by a political settlem~nt, 
,... 

·"' 
and l'le me an by arrangement between nations wh:ielf will reduce 

-,.,~. 

the risk of an outbreak ~a local war and which~w±!l make it reasonably 
~~ 

certain that if a local \'lar brea:ka- ou . "~rica and Russia may not inter-

\ene militarily on opposite s _ :es1(rt .. yfa obvious that the atomic stalemate 

makes it necessary t9 ..n6e a settlement at le :G t in thi s n.J.r rmq s ense of 

the term, ,~ our contention 

poss~o hav:_a settlement.~In 
c~e<:ra.~novel si'ttra-MroN .. EQr 

that the atomic ~~t~lemate makes it 

this respect the atomic ~ta emate has 

long as this stalemate is maintained, 

America and Russia can destroy each other as well as any other nation or 

combination of nations to any desired degree, and therefore neither of 

them need to be afraid of being vanquished. They no longer have to jockey 

for strategic posiw:·ons in order to make sure not to be vanquished in the 
ed 

war that may come. The basic concepts of foreign policy which govern/the 

actions of the ~reat Powers in the past lose their validity in the atomic 

stalemate. America has gone twice to war in this century, mainly motivated 

by the consideration tha~ if Germany were permitted to win the war and to 

militarily dominate the continent of Europe, she would acquire a war poten-

tial which would render her dangerous to America. America might then have 

been in danger of being vanquished by Germany in a subsequent ~k war.~ 
concepts, like war potential, military strength, etc., cease to be valid 

concepts in the atomic stalemate. There is no reason, at least not from a 



purely military point of view why America need be concerned about the 

war potential of any other nation or the military strength of any other 

nation . In the atomic stalema e America is invincible~ and she can re
~if she chooses to do so ~ 

main/invincible forever - er provided only she adopts a new basic policy 
~~ . 

which mal!!ef!! adequate }!2:; ef the atomic stalemate. 
~ J.<..... ~ 

( crne-of h~ controversial issues which arose after the war 

between America and Russia have any longer any bearing on the outcome 

of a war between America and Russia . From this point of view it is no 

longer of any importance whether these issues are settled one way or 

another~ and therefore it should be possible to settle all of ro-

versial issues which have accumulated in the post-war years. 

longe~~tters fr~ a strategic point of view which way they are settled, 
,.tl ~f.- ;'/'- ~~ ~ ~ ) 

t.:rpm to~ PQ}p;t.....or"v_:iew Of. :tlt&>stabr~-ef .. :tl;l~-tal~.mate it matte:J$ 

~~*-Q8~~tttt~ they be settled one way or the other . Settling all these 

controversial issues, and thereby making reasonably certain that America 

and Russia will not militarily intervene in a local conflict on opposite 

sides would go a long way toward stabilizing the stalemate 
. 

settled which might lead to military c?nflict in the fore -

situation will remain unstabl~ as long as America and 
··" 

stockpiles of bombs ~ei' means for their delivery with-
·" 

.~~·!I.# 
out having develo clear polio ~· understandable to all~ setting forth 

..i'"fl.\'t~ 

in what contingency an · n o/..ha't manner such bombs might be used . Is there 
.... ~ 

a policy that is both ~~atiob lly and morally acceptable that would permit 
/ ''• 

Russia and Amer ~to retain the litary power which they now possess and 

to 

to 

the stalemate to such 
... 

and eliminate the vicious circle 

past dangerous to the peace of 

there any way to get rid of the bombs altogether 

acceptable 

rendered power conflicts 

, alternatively, is 
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also go a 
~~ 

Powers. 

Such 

10. 

last vvar ~ it iias general l y bel:. veJ. t h_ t as 

long as the Great Powers act in concert with each other, the United 

Nations organization may be able to guarantee the security of the smaller 

nations and may make it unnecesaary, as well as impossible, for them to 

go to war with each other. Attempts to use the United Nations in the 

past ten years for purposes other than those for which it was designed 

have weakened this organization, but perhaps they have not damaged it 

beyond repair, and it might perhaps be possible to restore the United 
l I II 

Nations to its original function once there is a settlement between the 

Great Power -- a"5 1eaeae ::hr the "a-r>-3? ens-e~ · n -wh ·. ,~J .-a.X!e ~j.p.g this 
~---'\ tc:-

t~. :f:Q.;o the- •tJu.rpaees -of the present disc-uasi-ol/ _ ~ stale-
_.... 

mate beimeen RnssjQ and .1\meriea ~~· · e.Gf ~reason for 

Russia to object to the maintaining variou~regions of the world of ~ 

small, highly mobile forces, arm~d conventional weapons ~ for the 

~f.#~ntainin .(,der ~~"...!.usp_~C::".. of_ l;,h': Uni::~~~-; 'ofte.-
1
c.-----.. 

( status quo . ~ I am not speaking here of ~~e::l forces but of :Qie;Qly; mobile 

forces equipped with high- firing power which are superior to any of the 

national forces maintained in the region, and which would relieve the 

nations of the region of the necessity of maintaining expensive forces 
'v-<-t/V 

of their own, and by relieving them of a heavy financial burden, open the 

way to their econo~~~ne might ask at this point in a hope

ful vein why not ~eaekjrSettlement which goes beyond the narrow sense of 

the term used in this discussion and which would also provide for disarma-

ment and, above all, rid the world of the bomb. We shall examine tn the 

course of this article whether,raking into account the laws under which the 

great nations operate at present) it appears likely that both America and 

Russia would be willing to relinguish the military power which they now 



L .~~-~- " u..1/J 
possess ~ ~ of bombs, and to accept 

the shi;t ~ powe~ting rid of the bomb would entaU for them . 

hPAssuming, for the sake of a r gument, 

fl. 

to this, what would be the consequences for pea ce ? 

world of the spectre of an all-out atomic catastrophe ?~ad the bomb been 

eliminated from the nation's arsenal right after the end of the l ast war, 

no nation would have known how to make might 

have forgotten it within a f ew years. The 1'/0rld would have been in much 
~ 

the same positio~which it wa s before the wa r no worse of f and perhaps 

somewhat better off, at least as long as the memory of Hiroshima mi~I~ ~~-~ 
- heqe lingered on . {J1?oday the situation is r a ther different . Even i f we ~t 
rid of the bombs now, it is not likely tha t we shall forget how to make 

Wt...U.~/ 4.... them . ~t~iHg e~ee~the memo~ of Hiroshima will~ prevent a.w power 
~~]'~,(~- ~~ 

conflicts f rom arising. a.na tohen pther•e is no atomic stalemate, _ e same 
~ " • ~-t' 

vicious circle~ operate again in th~power conf lictl as has operated 

in the past . ~rategic conflicts ~ a rise again, ~~~se conflicts 
1.. lt/t~ ~ ~~- "' 

~ be settled~ tinsolved issues ~1 accumulate create a more and more 
"' ~u....;_ .. ~ ~ 

explosive situation:--~-re-rl another1 war,then thcl'war will end up as C c- --- - I~ ,..,-

an atomic war even though there were no stoc~piles of bombs at the outbreak 

of the warc:a and 1 t rnay we!I ~mi"'UP •tn-an~t-a:'tom±-e-C'a'ta-s-kfpe.ph.e .__ 

•Pie! MW~J:>Gle might argue that this forecast does not take 

into account th 
~f.-~_...__... 

the hydrogen bomb and the horror of M radioactive 

fall - out a deep impression on men's mindsjthat knowing that hydro-

gen bombs could be made will profoundly modify the behavior of our states-

men ,• that once thft st 
l-~t,,. 

rid of the bomb 

build a peaceful world . Far be it from me to argue that this is not con

ceivable . No one can predict how human behavior ~e modified under 

condition which are r a ther different from those prevailing today, but it is 
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.•..• necessary for us to examine, and we shall examine the difficulties 

of a settlement of this kind. 

Concerning the strategic stalemate, we may be faced with a 

fundamental dilemma. In this stalemate the vicious circle of the classi-

cal power conflict does not operate, and it becomes possible to settle 

the controversial issues of strategic importance which are not negotia

ble within~attern of the .olaseigal power conflict. But because it 

is poorly understood in what manner such a strategic stalemate could be 

rendered stable, we long to get rid of the bomb, and by getting rid of the 
~ ~ 

,1'. " 
~n the absence of a stalemate the 

power conflicts are likely to assume once more the classical pattern . 'Ihe ~ 
bomb ~ the strategic stalemate. 

vicious circle will operate once more and strategic conflicts will arise 

de ££Y£. ]'conceivably the memory of Hiroshima, the hydrogen bomb, and 

radioactive fall-out has made such a deep im ression on the minds of our 

statesmen that they will no longer conform to the old pattern of behavior. 

It is by no means certain, however, that the effect of these memories 

would be strong enough to affect the course of events. For this reason 

we are forced to examine whether it might not be possible to render some-

how the atomic stalemate stable in a flUfficiently reliable mqnner to make 
~ ~ ~ __.. --~.....,. /-?. ~~ 4 r t!. <-t ..,_ ~-4!:.- c 

the stalemate acceptable, a eas or the foreseeable future J Achieving 

an adequate stability will certainly be difficult, but it would be irre

~onsible to say that achieving such stability is impossible. We shall, 

therefore, try to examine what it would take to accomplish such a stability, 

and what the difficulties are that attempts in this direction are likely to 

encounter. 



.. , ... 

I '5 , 
Uoo 8hapber 

0/~A-· ~ 
~~~a& mietake the solution 

past ten years. "I do not know what makes a man more conservative -- to 
11/,~ 

nothing but the present . " 3: ~hall, 

j p .. a .. .J..e~¥t!t'tl-i-v mood-, 

in the following the evolution of my own thinking from the discovery 

of fission to the clos~ this articl~ shall state as frankly as I 

can what I thought at various times and why I thought what I thought. I 

shall record when I was right and I shall record when I was wrong. I shall 

I 
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THIRD VERSION 

The Great Dilemma 

The time is approaching rapidly when we must make up our minds 

what we want to do. We must either get rid of the bomb or we must accept 

the fact that America and Russia will retain the bomb, and then we must 

find some way to live with the bomb. We shall examine at present as well 

as we can what the obstacles are that stand in the way of getting rid of 

the bomb. \Vhat are the underlying reasons why no substantial progress 
L ./1. • ~ 

has been made in the last ten years in this direction~ ------

about the difficulty .of devising a foolproof system of inspection that 

may be acceptable both to Russia and the United States. Some of these dif-

f iculties are real but these are not unsurmountable, and I do not believe 

that they are the real cause of the conspicuous lack of progress in the 

disarmament negotiations of the past ten years. 

The current neggtiations in London do not seemed to be aimed at 

getting rid of the bomb. If these negotiations succeed at a tl, they would 

lead to an agreement between Russia and America as well as the other nations 

involved that will leave America and Russia in full possession of their 

stockpiles of bombs, but will prohibit/-- and f3PestAnably tnfor~ the produc

tion of bombs anywhere) after a certain fixed date. In this respect the 

date acceptable to Russia and America will be presumably the date on which 

both of these nations will possess all the bombs that they might conceivably 

use in an all-out 

t\.Q.ti.;QIJ~=t.~rottnn>e'""<o-f- some value-- and wouid at least- prreverrt 

\~ Such an agreement, if it were acceptable to all Nt±&x nations, would prevent 

most of the nations from manufacturing bombs, and this might be of some value 

for so far nobody has succ~eded in figuring out what the likely course of 



.. 

? 

2. 

tt.. 
events wgvla be in ~ world in which many nations eMl dispose of large 
J~...£e~ 
~~f bombs. ~ / 

/ j ~ -C.t lc ~ __3.1 
~~~a as gelfting rid of the bomb is concerned, no serious nego-

tiations aimed at this objective are in sight. Prog~ess in this direction 

is blocked by real obstacles, and it is not certain that these obstacles 

are surmountable. 

If this, in fact, is true, the sooner we become aware of it, the 

better off we shall be,~ if we know for certain that in all likelihood 

we must live with the bomb, perhaps for another generation, we might 

then turn our full attention to what might be the most important question 

at present: Is there any rule of conduct that both America and Russia 
with 

might impose upon themselves wa respect to the use to which the bomb might 

be put in any conceivable ~ contingency that would make reasonably sure 
II. ~ ~ . 'I ..t-( viA' ~ ~ , 

enunciated 
If it were clearly ~ and understood by all the world 

would make reasonably sure that the stalemate between the strategic atomic 

striking forces of Russia and America, which we are now rapidly approaching , 

will not lead to an all -out atomic catastrophe. 

O~e might, for instance, ask: could not America and Russia bobli 
~4-

pledge tfi~mselves ot to resort to the use of atomic weapons in case of 

war unless atomic weapons are used against them . \ve shall examine this 

possibility with some care further below. mut it is clear at the outset 

that in the case of a ·Nar in which America and Rlh.ssia fight on opposite 

sides there may be an overwhelming temptation, either for Russia or 

America, to break this pledge , and therefore the likefuihood that this pledge 

wmld be kept is not large. It is true that the Great Powers were pledge 

not to use gas warfare, and 
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In favor of the proposal for outlawing atomic weapons is the 

f act that it would meet a public demand that is l a rgely based on moral 

considerations . It is probably for this reason that this demand was able 

to gain mass support in many countries of the world .~~th the approa ching 

stalemate between the strategic striking forces of America and Russia, there 

~11 arise a wholly unprecedented ~uation. The unprecedented dangers which 

will arise out of this situation are rather obvious. less 

clearly recognized~s unprecedented situation also offers, for the 

first time perhaps in history, possibilities for safeguarding the peace 
~e ,1-<.~ ~;:. 

whigh ~_re . w~o_11Y unprecedented QA~~s af'f)~ - e..-
~--J'\4!.. ~ /~ ~~ t/ 0--1 ~f{t?..-,.~..-(_ 

s.evre AilGiAffli!:-rn:tt! on ln- s-'OJTte ~ta1:1:- o " 

~ ~lt t 
-~ c o r r e c ti o n 

~t might be that~he strategic stalemate will 

~a'! ~ ~ America 4;o& · pose upon themselves a rule of condu~t by which thSiT may '&.e 

aele tj render this stalemate stable, and that ~ particular rule of con

duct which ~is requirem~QouJ.a 8@itift4tM;uw1dB..nP±~ a:tl ptib-Ti'e- ,h. //. r t~(~~-'/e;-u~,_, ( ~ ~~ 
:w.p]:i)Olilt · liH~Ga:UEHq~ould be in accordance with moral considerations ..:j;) Even ~~ 

though Russia and America may not be able to pledge themselves not to use / 
~;,Vf4/"J 

the bomb in case of war if the bomb is not used against them, they might e 

able to make a somewhat similar pledge; namely, to use the bomb only, if it 

is used at all, as an instrument of demolition in circumstances where it is 

reasonably sure that neither civilians nor soldiers will be killed. We 

shall examine this possibility in some detail further below . Ahove all we 

shall scrutinize wnether, if such ~ledges were given by both America and 

Russia, there might be an appreciable temptation for either to break the 

pledge in case of war . But I must not get ahead of myself . 



~ ' . -
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lj That Russia and Americamu t impose on themselves some rule of 
~~ ( I (. / r1 

conduct\in the stalemate between the strategic atomic striking forces of 

Russia and America is, I believe, evident for, as will be discussed further 

below, even if we were to assume that we can reach an agreement that will 

probide for a stepwise disarmament aimed at ultimately getting rid of the 
atomic 

bomb, eliminating the strategic/striking forces of Russia and America is 

likely to represent the last step rather than the first step in the sequence. 

Insert: 
(Taken from Topchiev's letter) 

The atomic stalemate toward which we are now moving is an unprece-

dented situation and, therefore, it is likely that the solution of the 

problem which it poses will involve unprecedented measures, if indeed the 

problem is capable of solution. At this point , it might be well to face 

the fact that at the bottom of our hearts we are all conservatives. There-

fore, any measures which are really unprecedented most of necessity appear 

somewhat ridiculous to all of us. But what impresses us as a ridiculous 

suggestion at one time may appear, when put forward later, as not ridiculous 

at all. At one of his recent press conferences, the President was asked 

whether we ought not to share our secret of how to make a clean bomb with 

Russia. The President said that this thought came to his mind as soon as a 

he heard about the possibility of making clean bombs and that he raised 

this question with the scientists who come to discuss with him the clean 

bomb. The scientists, so the President said, told him that they would 

want to share the secret with Russia as soon as they were in possession of it. 

In response to further questions the President agreed that congressional ap-

~oval would be needed for the sharing of any secret with any other nation. 
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If anyone had predicted five years ago that the President of the United 
at one of his press conferences 

States/would propose to share the secret of the clean bomb with Russia 

people would have laughed in his face. Even today the President's atti

tude is unprecedented enough to provoke a smile but now it is a smile 

with a tolerant quality rather than the grin of ridiculing. 

In the past ten years our views on just what the bomb meant and how 

best to cope with the problem which its existence has created in the world 

had to be revised again and again. At present the true meaning of the 

stalemate be,ween the strategic atomic striking power of America and Russia 

is not as yet fully understood, and therefore it is a foregone conclusion 

that our views are going tomndergo a change as our understanding of this 

situation gets more profound. We shall have a much greater willingness to 

change our views in response to a challenge posed by the approaching atomic 

stalemate if we are familiar not only with the current views that are a 

product of the present political and military situation, but if we also 

know in what manner the prevailing thought on the subject of the bomb has 

changed during the past ten years. 11 I do not know what makes a man more 

conservative, 11 wrote John Maynaf'd Keynes, "to know nothing about the past 

or to know nothing about the present." With this in mind, and faced with 

the difficulty of arriving at the right conclusion in a wholly unprecedented 

situation, I propose to take the reader along with me on a journey from 
news 

the :k:kllm of the discovery of fission, which reached this country in January 

1939, to the present date. 
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